theme: Suggestion of a container and the service that I repack anyone happily and can recycle.

Container (drink, detergent, the thing which it is used a lot, and are discarded including food) submission coherent to life:

Middle announcement
① I announce a marketing research, the summary of the prior problem in Japanese vellum.
② I report a target container and the problems to work on in a group by PowerPoint.

The suggestion of the last announcement ③ announcement PowerPoint container and the service
④ Design mock
"24th welcome party
25th company tour
25th culture experience / Group work
26th Group work
27th Group work
28th Group work
29th Middle check
30th Group work
31th final presentation/ Final party

The project’s theme was “recycling.” The students were familiar with the theme, so that they easily participated in the project.

Before the project began, the students were asked to do some research on their behavior concerning their container recycling experience.

Since they had had something to talk about in advance, discussions were facilitated smoothly.

The students had to think of not only proposals on containers, but also their disposal and recycling systems (i.e., monetary and human terms).

The SIT students struggled with communication in English at first, but eventually came to be active thanks to helps from the TAs fluent in English.

Because we carried it out with three projects, the welcome party had little food.
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